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Abstract. For a large variety of tasks autonomous robots require
a robust visual data processing system. This paper presents a new
human detection framework that combines rotation-invariant histogram
of oriented gradients (RIHOG) features and binarized normed gradi-
ents (BING) pre-processing and skin segmentation. For experimental
evaluation a new Human body dataset of over 60000 images was con-
structed using the Human-Parts dataset, the Simulated disaster victim
dataset, and the Servosila Engineer robot dataset. Random, Liner SVM,
Quadratic SVM, AdaBoost, and Random Forest approaches were com-
pared using the Human body dataset. Experimental evaluation demon-
strated an average precision of 90.4% for the Quadratic SVM model
and showed the efficiency of RIHOG features as a descriptor for human
detection tasks.

Keywords: Visual data processing · Skin segmentation · Feature
extraction · Image classification · Mobile robot

1 Introduction

In the recent decades a consistent growth of interest to a human-robot interaction
(HRI) field is being indicated. Such interactions have many application areas
along with challenges to overcome, and a significant number of issues is tied to a
natural difference in human and robot perception of an environment [9]. There
are several areas where robust perception of human beings is crucial for a robot
in order to effectively perform its tasks [26]. Industrial robots that work in a tight
collaboration with a human need a human visual perception system to decrease
a potential risk of harming people, which work within the same workspace [13].
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Social robots heavily rely on visual and voice recognition to act according to their
corresponding roles such as a teacher [38], a nurse [2], a personal assistant [6]
etc. Autonomous surgical robots require a strong and precise visual perception
of a human body in order to perform complicated operations successfully [20].

Another field that heavily rely on robot perception capabilities is Urban
search and rescue (USAR) [25]. UAVs and UGVs can be used in cooperation
with USAR teams to detect victims allowing to reduce safety risk for the teams
at a disaster site [24,34]. SLAM-based navigational algorithms [31] and properly
implemented communication protocols [28] allow rescue robots to explore the
disaster site without endangering the rescuers life. Victims identification system
with a built-in robot sensor as an integral part of such rescue robots is crucial for
increasing a number of survivors. Detecting disaster victims is a challenging task
due to articulated nature of human body, cluttered background environment,
large area covered by dust layer [1]. Considering such obstacles only a part of
human body may be seen from the robot camera which makes victim detection
even more challenging.

This paper takes a closer look at various image processing methods and
aggregate them into a single framework suitable for a human body detection by
a Servosila Engineer rescue robot camera [30,36]. For each frame we used bina-
rized normed gradients (BING, [7]) approach for a windows generation proposal.
Next, extracted RIHOG [23] features were classified and combined with a skin
segmentation method in order to achieve a robust human body identification
system.

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way. An overview of
related work is introduced in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes image processing algo-
rithms typically used for a human detection. Experimental results are presented
in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

A large number of research works are devoted to a selection of a so-called visual
saliency - an area of an image that visually stands out from its surroundings.
Itti et al. [18] were the first to introduce the visual saliency approach, which had
been inspired by a visual system of early primates. The authors used a color, an
intensity, and an orientation of an image to create saliency maps, which are then
used for a region of interest identification. Harsen et al. [14] proposed another
approach of finding saliency based on a graph calculation. The Graph-Based
Visual Saliency (GBVS) approach was modified using Local Entropy Feature
specially for a disaster victim detection in [16]. Fast, accurate, and size-aware
salient object detection (FASA) algorithm [40] used a combination of saliency
probability and global contrast maps to calculate a final saliency map. Cheng et
al. [7] developed a new method for finding saliency using a normalized gradient
magnitude of low-resolution images to create a fast algorithm for image pre-
processing. Bharath et al. [5] used saliency calculation as an integral part of a
framework for classification and scene understanding in an image.
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Pre-processing algorithms only reduce a region of interest (ROI) for an esti-
mated object and are unable to recognize an object itself. To recognize the object
it is required to distinguish it using classification, i.e., to determine if the object
corresponds to a certain class. Classification can be done by various machine
learning techniques, which use feature descriptors extracted from an image. The
descriptors are vectors with a high enough discriminative power allowing to dis-
tinguish one object from another. A number of research works were devoted to an
effective descriptor development, e.g., Dalal and Triggs [11] proposed a method
of human recognition based on a feature descriptor - a histogram of orientated
gradients (HOG), which successfully described a local shape of an object and
kept invariance to various conditions of illumination, shadowing, noise, etc.

A significant number of scientists adopted HOG for various classification
tasks including disaster victims detection [4,32]. Soni and Sowmya [35] developed
a framework for a HRI in search and rescue operations and proposed methods for
human body parts recognition. Davis and Sahin [12] combined HOG with RGB,
Thermal, and Depth images to create a robust multi-layer classifier. Huang and
Chu [17] used HOG with Support Vector Machines (SVM) learning to detect a
person and developed a specific system to determine if a victim was immobilized
by a heavy object. Liu et al. [23] proposed a modification of HOG adding invari-
ance to an object orientation with a help of Fourier analysis and data translation
to a polar system. Other researchers used a rotation invariant histogram of ori-
ented gradients (RIHOG) to supplement a Bag of Visual Words classification
method for the task of disaster victims identification [22].

Other works related to determination of a victim presence in an image
included various skin segmentation techniques [10,19], e.g., Hoshino and Niimura
used Optical Flow combined with Convolution Neural Network to achieve a real-
time human detection[15]. Perera et al. [29] applied a video stream stabilization
and signal processing to track human chest movements in order to detect a pro-
cess of the human breathing, and then localized the human in an image based
on the breathing region.

3 Image Data Processing

The proposed algorithm workflow is presented in Fig. 1. It consists of several
steps including pre-processing, skin segmentation, and feature extraction. For the
pre-processing step we adopted BING method, which generates a reliable window
proposal. Next, the skin segmentation is used to rearrange the window proposal
in order to use the windows with skin entries first. The feature extraction is
performed in the final window proposal, which is then classified to accomplish
the detection process.

3.1 Pre-processing

In the classic approach of determining a desired object location within an image
the entire image is scanned with a fixed size window and a predefined step.
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Afterwards a region of the image in all windows is classified for a presence of an
object of interest. Such process is called a sliding window paradigm. The prob-
lem of this method is a consumption of a significant amount of computational
resources, which reduces the efficiency of the detector and makes it unsuitable for
real-time detection tasks due to slow computations. Many works were devoted
to various image pre-processing algorithms that attempted to solve the sliding
window problem and reduce the problem by reducing a search area of the object
thus increasing a speed of the image processing.

According to Cheng et al. [7], Binarized Normed Gradients were designed
to speed up the sliding window paradigm. The authors discovered that generic
objects with a well-defined closed boundary could be discriminated by looking
at a norm of gradients magnitude with a suitable resizing of their correspond-
ing image windows into a small fixed size. Taking this feature as a basis in
their algorithm, the size of all windows in the image was changed to 8 × 8 pix-
els. Thus, processing of the entire image resulted in a 64-dimensional gradient
magnitude vector. The support vector machine method was used for training
the 64-dimensional descriptors to differentiate generic objects on the image and
evaluate objectness. With a help of SVM model, the 64-dimensional vector was
translated to its binary analog, thus reducing the time of image processing to
0.003 s (300 FPS) and providing a windows that cover an area with the required
object with a high probability of 96%.

This method fits well for the original idea of a human detector, which requires
to quickly determine an expected location of an object and perform a fast classifi-
cation based on data from a mobile robot camera. The use of BING significantly
reduced a computational cost of image processing, as it allowed to use generated
probability regions as a classification zone and thus not to use a sliding window
on the entire image. For our method we used BING on 1280 × 720 input images
from the robot camera to generate a set of bounding boxes. Next, the bounding
boxes were ordered according to objectness scores [37] and then used together
with the skin segmentation step to rearrange them based on the skin presence
inside the bounding box.

3.2 Skin Segmentation

According to [10], for skin segmentation we used a pregenerated transformation
matrix, which is referred as Color Attention Vectors (CAVs):

CAV =

⎛
⎝

0.5902 −0.7543 −0.1467
−0.7543 1.2729 −0.4443
0.1467 −0.4443 0.2783.

⎞
⎠ . (1)

Skin attention map (SAM) for an image was obtained by:

SAM(x, y) = CAV · I(x, y), (2)

where I denotes the image reshaped in 3 × (Iwidth · Iheight) dimension. SAM
showed the affinity of a pixel to the skin region. We manually thresholded SAM
to obtain skin segmentation map.
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Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed image processing algorithm.

BING bounding boxes rearrangement with the help of SAM was performed
in the following way: the bounding boxes that contain skin pixels did not change
their order inside a queue, while other bounding boxes were transferred to a
bottom of the queue. When the queue construction was completed, the bounding
boxes were sent for the feature extraction algorithm.

3.3 Feature Extraction

We used square shape centroids of the rearranged bounding boxes and resized
them into 64 × 64 cell blocks, which were then used as an input for RIHOG
feature extraction process. RIHOG features encoded gradient information in
rotation-invariant manner. Taking a gradient of a pixel as g, we defined an
orientation distribution function at each pixel as a delta function:

P (ϕ) = ||g||δ(ϕ − ψ(g)), (3)

where ||g|| was a gradient magnitude and ψ(g) represented the gradient ori-
entation. This function was projected into Fourier space. Afterwards Fourier
coefficients for a pixel were defined as follows:

fm =
1
2π

P (ϕ)e−imϕdϕ = ‖g‖ e−imψ(g), (4)

where m denotes Fourier basis degree. From Eq. 4 above the gradient infor-
mation could be represented by a sequence of Fourier coefficients. fm applied to
each point of the image generated a Fourier field Fm, which already described
the entire image as a matrix with Fourier coefficient:

Fm =
1
2π

‖G‖ e−imψ(G)), (5)

where G denotes the gradient of the image patch.
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For the next step we computed basis functions for regional descriptors using
an angular part of a circular ring as Fourier basis. Thus functions for computing
regional descriptors were defined as follows:

Uj,k(r, ϕ) = ∧(r − rj , σ)e−ikϕ, (6)

where ∧ is a triangular function with a width of 2σ and defined as ∧(x, σ) =
max(σ−|x|

σ , 0), k is a degree of Fourier basis, rj is a radius of j circular ring from
a point (r, ϕ).

As it was shown in the above Eq. 6, each pixel can be described by a par-
ticular number of rings that contained regional information and varied function
parameters; this way an image of any size could be described at the cost of a
computational loss.

Using the Uj,k ∗ Fm convolution operation, we created the rotation-invariant
regional descriptor that described HOG values in the region covered by Uj,k.
Then, to obtain vectors with values invariant to rotations, we performed the
following computation:

(Uj1,k1 ∗ Fm1)(Uj2,k2 ∗ Fm2),∀k1 − m1 = k2 − m2. (7)

The regional descriptors created using the multiplication from the above
Eq. 7 is an effective way to create many invariant features applying different
parameters instead of only taking the magnitude of expansion coefficients; this
allowed to increase the final feature vector. Thus, using different combinations
of k and m we received a final RIHOG descriptor that was rotation-invariant
and at the same time had all the HOG based descriptors advantages.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

In our experiments for human detection task we used the following datasets:

1. Human-Parts dataset [39] includes 14,962 images and 106,879 annotations,
which includes human body, head and hands as annotated classes.

2. MPII Human Pose dataset [3] includes around 25000 images containing over
40000 people with annotated body joints.

3. Simulated disaster victim dataset [10] consists of two parts SDV1 and SDV2.
SDV1 contains 128 images and ground truth binary images with skin segmen-
tation. SDV2 contains 15 video clips, a total of 6315 frames and 557 ground
truth skin segmentation for particular frames.

4. Servosila Engineer robot dataset. The constructed by LIRS1 dataset contains
frames recorded from Servosila Engineer camera as shown on Fig. 2.

1 Laboratory of Intelligent Robotic Systems, https://kpfu.ru/eng/itis/research/labor
atory-of-intelligent-robotic-systems.

https://kpfu.ru/eng/itis/research/laboratory-of-intelligent-robotic-systems
https://kpfu.ru/eng/itis/research/laboratory-of-intelligent-robotic-systems
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 2. Detection algorithm results with Linear SVM classifier using Servosila Engi-
neer camera images: (a) input image, (b) BING window proposals, (c) Dadwhal et
al. skin segmentation [10], (d) Positive classified bounding boxes, (e) Non-maximum
suppression bounding boxes.

The datasets were used to create a new Human body dataset, which consist of over
60000 64 × 64 resolution images for machine learning algorithms. The positive
part of the dataset mainly contained an upper part of a human body. The neg-
ative part focused on cluttered background segments of the images surrounding
a human body.

4.2 Experiment Setup

The RIHOG extraction algorithm implementation was adapted to 64 × 64 size
images and human detection task, some parameters were adjusted in order to
meet new requirements. First five degrees of Fourier features were used Fm :
m ∈ [0; 4], for Uj,k(r, ϕ) the following parameters used: k ∈ [−4; 4], σ = 9,
rj ∈ {0, 9, 18, 27}. By combining m and k parameters in Eq. 7 on each individual
ring j and coupling the values between the rings ja and jb,∀a �= b, we obtained
a 233-dimensional final real vector that described a circular area around a single
pixel.

For description of the above mentioned 64 × 64 images from The Human
body dataset, we decided to take only 9 central pixels of those images in order
to reduce the training time of various machine learning algorithms, which finally
provided 233 × 9 = 2097 - dimensional feature vector, and since a diameter
of the largest local ring was 54 pixels, which was enough for the classification
purposes.
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Fig. 3. PR curves and average accuracy values for the proposed algorithm.

4.3 Classification Evaluation

We trained Linear and Quadratic SVM [8], Random Forest [21] and
AdaBoost [33] classifiers for performance evaluation of RIHOG features on the
new data. For training we used 2097-dimensional feature vectors extracted from
the Human body dataset. Those features, based on description of a human body
or a background, were divided into a positive set and a negative set respec-
tively. We used 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate detection performance of our
framework, precision-recall curves and average accuracy that are shown in Fig. 3.
Qualitative image examples for each step of our detection framework were cap-
tured with Servosila Engineer robot [27] camera; they are demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Validation performance showed around 88% average precision for Liner SVM,
Random Forest and AdaBoost models, and reached 90.4% for the Quadratic
SVM model. The results demonstrated a strong discriminative power of RIHOG
features and their effectiveness particularly for a human classification with an
articulated body position.
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5 Conclusions

This paper presented a new human detection framework that could be inte-
grated into a control system of a mobile robot or a stationary computer vision
system. The framework uses Rotation-Invariant Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(RIHOG) features to achieve independence from illumination changes, geometric
transformations and orientation changes, along with BING pre-processing and
skin segmentation steps to speed up the overall detection process. BING method
was used for instant objectness prediction for an image to generate appropriate
region proposals ordered by objectness scores. Essentially, the BING output tells
the framework to which region of the image should be paid more attention. In
the suggested framework the order of the region proposals was rearranged based
on skin entries’ intersections and used as an input to a pre-trained classifier.

For experimental evaluation a new Human body dataset was constructed
using the Human-Parts dataset, the Simulated disaster victim dataset, and
the Servosila Engineer robot dataset. The resulting Human body dataset con-
sists of over 60000 images of 64 × 64 resolution that could be applied for
machine learning algorithms evaluation. Random, Liner SVM, Quadratic SVM,
AdaBoost, and Random Forest approaches were compared using the Human
body dataset. Experimental analysis demonstrated an average precision of 90.4%
for the Quadratic SVM model, while other approaches showed 88% average pre-
cision. Experimental evaluation showed the efficiency of RIHOG features as a
descriptor for human detection tasks.
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